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Cosmetic dentistry is one of the most famous trends in New York due to an increased emphasis on
external appearances. A celebrity smile is no longer elusive as the futuristic dental treatments of
cosmetic dentistry provide visible results in a short span of time. A cosmetic dentist New York clinic
offers results personalized for every dental candidate.

Missing teeth is a common dental issue faced by many New Yorkers, which can be easily fixed with
the help of fixed bridges or dental implants. In the section below, a surgeon from a cosmetic dentist
New York clinic tells the difference between dental crowns and bridges â€“

â€¢  1. Those planning to get a dental bridge may counter a problem if there are fillings present in the
adjoining teeth. In many cases, large and small fillings may be present in the adjoining teeth that
have to be reshaped in order to have a fixed bridge in order to replace missing teeth. However,
dental crowns do not require any extensive reshaping of the adjoining teeth as it focuses on drilling
the implant or the root in place of the missing teeth.

â€¢  2. Fixed bridges are prone to dental decay in the longer run with bacteria affecting the place
where the bridge attaches to the gum of the teeth. In most cases, fixed bridges may last for up to
ten years if looked after with the help of good oral hygiene. However, after this span of time they are
prone to decay with signs of decay setting in and in some cases may require root canal surgery. In
cases where root canal therapy is performed, future complications may crop up in the form of loose
teeth and damaged roots.

â€¢  3. It is easy to take care of a dental crown as it is a prosthetic tooth and is made up of durable
materials. Fixed dental bridges may be difficult to clean due to their structure with food being
trapped in unknown corners. This makes flossing or brushing ineffective as it is not able to target the
corners and the trapped debris.

â€¢  4. The life of the dental bridge is reduced in cases when a person suffers from periodontal
disease, grinding or clenching of teeth that may result in bone loss and damage to the dental bridge.
However, dental crowns are much ahead in restricting such losses.
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Dentalcarenyc - About Author:
A dental expert of a a cosmetic dentist New York clinic provides aesthetic options in the restoration
of missing teeth along with other futuristic treatment options. Visit http://www.dentalcarenyc.com/ for
details.
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